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Abstract

The aim of the study is to identify the contribution of authors in the domain of
Knowledge Management (KM). The underlying data is from two leading KM journals,
namely, the Journal of Knowledge Management (JKM) and the Journal of Intellectual
Capital (JIC). We downloaded articles from Thomson Reuters Web of Science (WoS),
with JKM and JIC-specific searches resulting in 508 and 73 citing articles respectively.
The timeframe of analysis was 2009-2016. This dataset was used to create co-citation
network visualisations to provide insights into the clusters of authors and research topics.
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Measures such as Betweenness centrality and hubs-authorities (HITS) were used to
identify significant authors and their key themes of interest. More specifically, network
analysis identified six dominant research themes, it revealed a total of 14,422 authors
being cited (depicted as nodes in the visualisation) with a total of 1,023,123 citations
(edges). Based on the findings of this study, the paper will explore the specific themes
and the intellectual turning points in KM research and its evolution. Our bibliometric
analysis has practical significance for researchers since it recognises the dominant
research areas, and by extension, it identifies those that are still in their infancy; the latter
having the potential of representing an interesting research gap. The limitation of the
study is that the underlying data is only from two journals (albeit, from the top two
journals in KM), which may lead to partially biased results. In future, the aim is to also
leverage the analysis to more KM journals, e.g., the top ten journals within the Serenko &
Bontis (2013) most updated list.

Keywords – Knowledge Management, bibliometrics, bibliography, network analysis,
scientometrics.

1 Introduction

The aim of the study is to identify authors that have made an important contribution in

advancing the discipline of Knowledge Management (KM). Our authors’ analyses

include both ‘cited’ and ‘citing’ authors; we identify the extant research themes and co-

authorship networks. The underlying data for the analyses comes from two top-tier KM

journals (see Serenko and Bontis 2013): the Journal of Knowledge Management (JKM)

and the Journal of Intellectual Capital (JIC). Data was extracted from Thomson Reuters

Web of Science (WoS) with the search term “Journal of Knowledge Management” and

“Journal of Intellectual Capital” (search type: Publication Name). From the results of the

query we gather that JKM and JIC have been archived in WoS beginning from the year

2009 and 2015 respectively (until December 2016, the time of writing the paper).

However, it is to be noted that the aforementioned constraint is for the source papers

alone (referred to as ‘citing articles’); each citing article will have numerous references to

‘cited articles’, many of them would necessarily have been published prior to 2009, and

which will be used in our analyses. Co-citation network visualisations were used to

provide insights into the clusters of authors and topic modeling for identifying the key

research themes in the domain of KM. Betweenness centrality and hubs-authorities (HITS)

were calculated for the nodes to identify significant authors and their key interest themes

in KM.
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Our analyses provide insights on the leading authors advancing the body of

knowledge in KM and the key themes that evolved during the almost twenty year period

of KM specific journals under analysis. The Journal of Knowledge Management search

resulted in 508 citing articles, and the Journal of Intellectual Capital in 73 articles. The

network analysis revealed 14422 nodes (authors being cited), and 1023123 edges

(citations). The analysis also revealed, that the six top key research themes in the Journal

of Knowledge Management were communities and networks, knowledge sharing,

innovation capability, intellectual capital, public sector knowledge management and

knowledge management models and frameworks, and in the Journal of Intellectual

Capital correspondingly intellectual capital models and frameworks, intangible assets,

performance management, knowledge creation and innovation, public sector intellectual

capital management, and intellectual capital reporting and disclosure. Based on the

analysis, we will explore the identified themes in more detail in the result section of the

paper and furthermore, we will also discuss the evolution of the key research themes.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we outline the

methodology, this is followed by the results and findings in section 3. Discussion and

conclusion are presented in section 4.

2 Method

Bibliometric data analysis is conducted as a means to provide quantitative analysis of

academic literature (Nicolaisen 2010). Bibliometrics is known as statistical analysis of

written publications and citation analysis (Hajikhani 2017). This study employs topic

modeling as a method to uncover dominant research themes in the studied journals and

bibliographic network analysis as a method to identify authorative authors. Topic

modeling method has been applied to analyze the abstracts contents. The technique is a

type of statistical model for discovering the abstract "topics" that occur in a collection of

documents in order to explore hidden semantic structures in a text body (Blei 2012).

Application of the “Latent Dirichlet allocation” introduced by Sievert and Shirley (2014)

was utilized in order to perform the topic generation of the analyzed abstracts.

Data for the study was extracted from Thomson Reuters Web of Science (WoS). Our

search string comprised of ‘Publication Name’ - “Journal of Knowledge Management”

(Emerald; ISSN: 1367-3270) and the “Journal of Intellectual Capital” (Emerald; ISSN:

1469-1930). From the results of the query we gather that JKM and JIC have been
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archived in WoS beginning from the year 2009 and 2015 respectively. We therefore,

limited the study to cover the years 2009-2016. The JKM search resulted in 508 citing

articles, and the JIC in 73 articles.

We used Network Analysis Interface for Literature Studies “NAILS” (Knutas et al.

2015) to generate topic models from the extracted data. We then used Tethne

Bibliographic Network Analysis tool (Peirson et al. 2016), written in Python, to generate a

co-citation network of the papers. ForceAtlas 2 (Jacomy et al. 2014) algorithm was used

to layout the networks. HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) algorithm (Kleinberg

1999) was used to determine the authority of the nodes and to define the node size (the

higher the value of authority the higher the size of the node).

In order to overcome some of the main challenges and limitations of data-driven

research (see Bruns 2013) this study was carried out using Ostinato process model for

visual network analysis (Huhtamäki 2016). Ostinato process model enables several

researchers to participate and collaborate in the data driven network analysis and provides

guidelines on conducting the study in a way that make it both easier to follow and for

other researchers to replicate.

3 Results and Findings

3.1 The Journal of Knowledge Management

The analysis revealed, that the six top key research themes in the Journal of

Knowledge Management were communities and networks, knowledge sharing,

innovation capability, intellectual capital, public sector knowledge management and

knowledge management models and frameworks (see Table 1 and Graph in Appendix 1.)

Table 1. JKM topics discovered by LDA topic modelling.

Dominant Themes LDA Topic Modelling Terms

1 Communities and
Knowledge

Case, Communities/Community, Cops/Cop (co-operation),
Network/Networks, Social, Transfer, Web,

2 Knowledge Sharing Culture, Employees, Individual, Knowledge Transfer, KS,
Motivation, Share/Sharing, Trust

3 Innovation Capability Innovation, Performance, Firm/Firms, Organization, External
Capabilities, Capital Acquisition, Capacity

4 Intellectual Capital Capital, Review, Academic, Intellectual, IC, Field, Journals,
Research, University, Articles

5 Public Sector Knowledge
Management

KM Implementation, Public Leadership, Sector Barriers,
Initiatives, Performance, Study Practices
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6 Knowledge Management
Models and Frameworks

Knowledge Framework, Model, Project Creation, Management
Process, Tacit Literature, Organisation

The most authorative papers from the JKM co-citation network are illustrated in Table

2. Top 15 papers from the co-citation network of JKM are ranked in the descending order

of authority.

Table2. JKM Top 15 most authorative papers.

Authors Authority PageRank Modulari
ty

Nonaka (1994) 0.145 0.0098 3

Grant (1996) 0.145 0.0176 3

Alavi & Leidner (2001) 0.139 0.0070 3

Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney (1999) 0.129 0.0064 0

Szulanski (1996) 0.122 0.0035 0

Nonaka (1991) 0.108 0.0024 0

Lee & Choi (2003) 0.107 0.0026 2

March (1991) 0.105 0.0031 0

Grant (1996) 0.102 0.0111 0

Wasko & Faraj (2005) 0.095 0.0057 2

Davenport & Prusak (1998) 0.095 0.0021 0

Ruggles (1998) 0.095 0.0158 3

Inkpen & Tsang (2005) 0.095 0.0044 0

Huber (1991) 0.094 0.0035 0

Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) 0.093 0.0015 0

3.2 The Journal of Intellectual Capital

In the Journal of Intellectual Capital correspondingly, the analysis revealed, that the

six top key research themes were: intellectual capital models and frameworks, intangible

assets, performance management, knowledge creation and innovation, public sector

intellectual capital management, and intellectual capital reporting and disclosure (see

Table 3 and Graph in Appendix 2).

Table 3. JIC topics discovered by LDA topic modelling.

Dominant Themes LDA Topic Modelling Terms

1 Intellectual Capital
Models and Frameworks

IC, Model, Framework, Strategic, ICS, Organization,
Measurement, University, Management Organizations

2 Intangible Assets Intangibles, Intangible, Economic Companies, Sectors, Strategic,
Policy, Countries, Market, Company
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3 Performance
Management

Relational Performance Structure, Business, Firms, Efficiency,
Manufacturing, IC, Data, RC

4 Knowledge Creation and
Innovation

Knowledge Firms, Firm, HC, Innovation, Employee, Relationship,
Family, Human Creation

5 Public Sector Intellectual
Capital Management

IC, Research, Public Measurement, Concept, Practice, Perspective,
Sector, Authors, Case

6 Intellectual Capital
Reporting and Disclosure

Disclosure Reporting, ICD, ICD, Content, IC, CA, Information
Analysis, Prior, IR.

The most authorative papers from the co-citation network of the papers of The Journal

of Intellectual Capital are illustrated in Table 4. Top 15 papers from the co-citation

network of JIC are ranked in the descending order of authority.

Table 4. JIC Top 15 most authorative papers.

Authors Authority PageRank Modularity

Stewart (1997) 0.200 0.041 0

Edvinsson & Malone (1997) 0.196 0.199 0

Guthrie, Ricceri & Dumay (2012) 0.192 0.028 0

Roos, Edvinsson, & Dragonetti (1997) 0.165 0.013 0

Namvar, Fathian, Akhavan, & Reza Gholamian
(2010)

0.165 0.127 1

Cabrita & Bontis (2008) 0.164 0.020 1

Bontis (1998) 0.162 0.008 1

Brooking (1996) 0.159 0.012 2

Petty & Guthrie (2000) 0.156 0.008 1

Edvinsson (1997) 0.155 0.015 2

Keong Choong (2008) 0.155 0.067 1

Riahi-Belkaoui (2013) 0.144 0.043 1

Bontis (2001) 0.142 0.009 2

Dumay & Garanina (2013) 0.140 0.006 0

Bontis, Chua Chong Keow, & Richardson (2000) 0.139 0.009 2

4 Conclusions

The results of the paper highlight central authorities that were discovered from the co-

citation networks of top two ranked KM journals. These results also shed light on the

development of KM discussion via topic modelling of the top two KM journals ranked

A+ in the study of Serenko & Bontis (2013). Contrasting the two highest ranked KM

journals the topics are fairly similar. Knowledge sharing and communities and networks

were more dominant topics in JKM, whereas intellectual capital, intangible assets and

performance management were more dominant topics in JIC. Interesting finding was that

although topic wise the journals were fairly similar, the most authorative papers and
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corresponding authors were totally different as observed from the top 15 list (Table 2 and

Table 4).

As the study was only limited to two top journals, this may lead to partially biased or

rather incomplete results regarding major KM discussions. Further studies would benefit

from including a broader range of journals as well as focusing on large set of authorative

papers and authors. Nevertheless, it is proposed that the methodology presented can serve

as good introduction to any domain and support in discovering research gaps and less

discussed topics in the literature.
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APPENDIX 1

Underlying structure of the co-citation network of papers after filtering (3%) 18,985 nodes and
1,146,454 edges from 508 JKM papers.
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APPENDIX 2

Underlying structure of the co-citation network of paper after filtering (90%) 3,701 nodes and
216,719 edges from 73 JIC papers.


